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THURS 4/29

BLACK BOX CABARET
1P.M.
The Otter Student Union is hosting an Electic Art show. Students will be entertained by a band {Flat Bracelet) and 2-3
DJ's -while other students will be displaying their art work.

THURS 4/29

CHRISTIAN AND LGBTQ DIALOGUE OF RESPECT
STUDENT CENTER
6 P.M.-8 P.M.
Collaboration between The Student Peace Alliance, Out & About, and the Otter Christian Fellowship. A facilitated
conversation about the relationship between gays and Christians from many perspectives. Include testimonials,
working groups and prayer. Perhaps two table needed and 30 chairs or so.

FRI 4/30

DARFUR SCREENING
The Monterey County Film Commission would host a screening of Darfur. The Monterey County Film Commission
would have a guest speaker from the movie industry introduce the film.

EDITOR'S COLUMN
Physically There, But Have A Blank Stare

STRESS

-

MONTEREY PENINSULA FOUNDATION AUDITORIUM
7 P.M.-10 P.M.

APRIL 29

OSU CONCERT SERIES

TUE 5/4

Annual midnight breakfast - Eggs After Dark - for students, staff and faculty. Join us for free breakfast after dark!
Entertainment, prizes and much, much more!

WED 5/5

OTTER MEDIA FIESTA
MAIN QUAD
4 P.M.-7 P.M.
Free concert for Cinco de Mayo, featuring live CSUMB bands and DJ's. Free food and drink. Starring Otter Media DJ's:
Jello 8en Owns The Night (Ska band w/ Lobo on drums); DJ Oops (Electronic mixing by Jordan Rodriguez); DJ Marz
(Dance Music with Mario Hernandez).

THUR 5/6

MAY 12

EGGS AFTER DARK
DINNING COMMONS
9 P.M.-12:05 A.M.

FIRST YEAR COUNCIL / EVENTS WORK GROUP
BLACK BOX CABARET
8P.M.-11:50P.M.
The event (OtterFest) will have music provided by EasyLove Productions based out of Isla Vista and Fresno, California.
We will need security to control the event and maintenance to clean up after the event. Members of First Year Council
(F.Y.C.! will set up decorations and help prepare for the event from 3 PM - 6 PM. This is scheduled to be a collaboration
between EWG and First Year Council.

THUR 5/6

PERLA BATALLA - TIMELESS SONGS
WORLD THEATER
7:30 P.M.-9:30 P.M.
Back by popular demand, grammy nominated vocalist, composer and arranger Perla Batalla returns for an
encore visit to the World Theater. Perla has taken timeless songs she heard growing up and molded their
rhythmic and melodic forms to create a stunning cross-pollination of trend and tradition. FOR TICKETS &
INFORMATION: 831 -582-4580. World Theater on 6th Avenue. Free Parking.
FRI 5/7

GOT AN
EVENT?
LET US KNOW!
OTTER_REALM@
CSUMB.EDU

AWARENESS FAIR
MAIN QUAD
1P.M.-4 P.M.
The Awareness Carnival is sponsored by the Zeta Chapter of Sigma Theta Psi Multicultural Sorority. The fair
is a way to promote awareness of community issues such as safe alcohol use, diabetes, women's issues,
etc and bring them to the home of CSUMB students. We will be having speakers from local community
organizations as well as information tables and other types of entertainment for students and the outside
community' to explore. Donations will also be accepted in support of philanthropic organizations.

FOR MORE EVENTS, VISIT THE CSUMB MASTER CALENDAR ONLINE

WWW.CALENDAR.CSUMB.EDU

Caitlyn Johnson, Editor-In-Chief
aOHNSON@CSUMB.EOU

Stress. Stress. Stress. Tears.
Tears. Tears.
Overwhelmed.
Overwhelmed. Overwhelmed.
One month. One month. One
month.
The grind has begun and
everyone is feeling it. It can be
seen in one's eyes that they are
physically there but they have
a blank stare. Or under their
eyes you may find black circles.
Everyone is starting to wear
sweats to classes. The tone of their
voice is much lower and filled with
less joy. These are the physical
signs we may or may not show,
but below the surface the stress
is there.
I feel it. It keeps building. What
will happen after graduation?
Job? Money? Friends? Family? But
I have to remind myself in all this
stress I am one very lucky girl and
this is where I belong.
Yes, school is stressful. But
this is where we should be and
where we belong. College is a
place where we read textbooks
but it is also much more. This is
where we learn so much about
ourselves, especially in these
stressful times. We are testing our

patience, weather we can survive
off of two hours of sleep and how
to make good decisions. In the
mist of college crunch time think
of how much you are gaining
and remember this is where you
belong.
Family and friends are people
we belong with. And through
all this stress at this point in
the semester, they are the ones
getting the worst from us. We
know they support us and this
means sometimes they come last
on our list. I have to remind myself
they are more important than
all this stress. This will pass but
they will always be around. They
are a shoulder to cry on, a hug
around the corner and a listening
ear. But they also need a shoulder
to cry on, a hug and someone
with a listening ear. Sometimes, I
get so wrapped up in my stress,
that I don't provide that sense
of belonging for the ones I love.
Spend time with the ones you love
and in a place where you belong.
This is always a cure for being
overwhelmed.
Smile. Laugh. Breathe. It is that
time of year but this too shall pass.
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CSUMB and KAZU

NEWS

Getting the Community Involved
Addison Morphy, Staff Reporter
AMORPHY@CSUMB.EDU

Many students on the campus of CSU of Monterey Bay (CSUMB) are
aware of the local National Public Radio (NPR) station KAZU, but few
know the history of the station and the role it plays on campus.
The KAZU station moved onto the CSUMB campus about two years
ago, but it is actually about 30 years old to begin with. It started in
Pacific Grove and until 2004, it included music programming on top of
news and information. Over the years though, because KAZU did not
utilize commercial advertising, the station fell into debt. Dr. Peter Smith,
the founder of Vermont Public Radio, was still the president of CSUMB
at the time. He decided that the college would buy the radio station
and move it onto the campus. It was at this time that KAZU switched to
only transmitting news and information radio as a member station of
NPR, a decision that prompted a growth of almost 48,000 listeners. This
decision was made because news radio fits with the higher educational
setting that CSUMB provides.
Because the station is owned by the university, it was given a place
on campus to operate for no compensational rent fees. However, the
station has essentially paid its way by other, more valuable means.
KAZU collects over half of its necessary funds from member donations.
Because it runs on the donations of its local listeners, the station has
always felt the need to get involved with its community, including the
CSUMB campus. It promotes different areas of the university through
underwriting announcements for CSUMB educational programs, the
Panetta Institute, World Theater, and campus and sports events.
Altogether, the radio station transmits about 11,000 announcements
for CSUMB a year.
The station is also involved with the off-campus community.
KAZU's Movie Club is one of the most popular ways for locals to
become members. Through a strong relationship with Osio Cinemas in
Monterey, KAZU allows Movie Club members an exclusive independent
movie screening once a month.
KAZU also has a competitive internship program for students at
CSUMB. Currently, there are six students on the KAZU staff working
in development, on-air writing, events, broadcast journalism and

operations. The program gives these students an inside look
and training for working in news radio that they can use to
either continue with KAZU or use to explore other avenues
in journalism.
Another outreach project of KAZU's comes from its
partnership with the StoryCorps program. KAZU and the
National Steinbeck Center in Salinas have partnered together
to bring StoryCorps to the Monterey Bay Area. StoryCorps is a
program that allows anyone to enter a recording booth with
a friend or family member to tell the other a story and talk
about it together. These stories have ranged from an elderly
couple recanting the way Cannery Row used to be during
the days of John Steinbeck, to a mother telling the story how
she lost her daughter to leukemia. All of the stories recorded by the
StoryCorps program were archived in the Library of Congress for
future generations.
"The point of projects like StoryCorps is to get the station and the
university out into the community and
to look for those kinds of projects that
would make sense for a university owned
radio station to do," said the station's
general manager Douglas McKnight,"we
want the community to think about KAZU
as a part of the university's commitment
for life long learning."
Currently, the station intends
to continue to be a source of news
and knowledge for the surrounding
community and has no plans for leaving
CSUMB. Those who are interested in
learning more about KAZU or how
get involved can visit their website
KAZU.org or find them on facebook.
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The Pros & Cons of Campus Jobs

Get Connected & Get Paid
Megan Williams, Staff Reporter
MEWILLIAMS@CSUMB.EDU

Tired of feeling disconnected on campus? Need a little extra income?
Both of these can be addressed by picking up a campus job. In addition
to receiving a paycheck without the hassle of commuting, most campus
jobs put students in a position where they get plenty of time interacting
with the rest of the student body.
Getting plugged in through student employment means students are
in contact with university current events and become familiar with the
ins and outs of CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB). Working with campus staff
and faculty keep student assistants in the know when campus events
and deadlines are coming up ahead of time. Interactions between
student employees and their employers tend to be positive. "Overall
we hear really good things about student assistants," said Amber Perez,
coordinator of Career Development & Student Employment.
Of course, as with most jobs, there are down sides to working on
campus. Especially for those who live in student housing, working
and living in the same place can make it difficult to get away from
the office. "Being a Community Advisor, people think that we're out to
get them, but we're really just trying to do our jobs and get through
school ourselves,"said Laura Derby, Senior Liberal Studies. People who
associate student workers with the department they work for may
bring complaints or questions to student assistants when they are not
at work, failing to keep in mind that these students are only doing their
job, not setting policies or running a department.
There are around 500 student assistant positions on campus, with
Student Disability Resources, Transportation and Parking Service and
ASAP being the three largest employers."! love working for the school;
it is an amazing opportunity," said Derby. "I get to know the campus
better and I get paid for it." Information about gaining employment at
CSUMB can be found at career.csumb.edu.

Pay off your Student loans...
While building long lasting wealth
"The fob Market is tough out there right now... You can be your own feoss while still attending school."
Get Paid Daily!
Congratulations! You’re in fee right place at fee right time? Pr^Paid Legal is the right company and is fee right opportunity you've been looking fori So
how does it work, and how do you get paid every day? Log into fee website below to find out.

/ dan > law any extra time right nett.
1 totally know what you mean. That is why 1 want you to look at this, business opportunity. Instead of simply making money from your own bbors you will also leant to leverage yourself in order to make money from the actions of others. Let me explain how leveraging works and how it
can result in die extra time you are mining,

f can"t afford to spend the money n<w
1 completely understand what you are talking about, With the current state of the economy many people arc experiencing lough financial times.
So, would you agree than an extra income would make your life easier? Great, let me explain how our business works. „

IYe-FaM Legal
Services^, Inc.

For more information visit
www.monteteyppl.coni
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Fellowship

on

Campus

Surge in local incidents

Students connect through belief
Music being heard in the dark of night, voices rise in praise singing
"Hallelujah" guitars being strummed, beat of the drums, heads bow down.
Smiling warm faces fill the room. People embracing. Laughter and the smell
of fresh baked chocolate chip cookies fills the air.
Joey Boucree a freshman environmental science major at CSU
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) said, "At Otter Christian Fellowship (OCF) I have really
good friendships. It is a place where I really belong. On a bad day or a good
day I can come here and always end up feeling happy because everyone
here (at OCF) radiates happiness." In building 98 the members of OCF meet
on Tuesday from 8:00-10:00 p.m. come to worship, sing,
and participate in Bible study.
Sarah Waterman a sophomore Bio Pre Med said, "If someone feels
they need someone to talk to (a place to be) there's open arms here. When
you need a shoulder to cry on people here are willing to listen to you and
make you feel human. They have something to offer." OCF is one of the cam
pus groups offers spiritual support and a sense of belonging. Waterman said,
"There is a support system this group provides. When I say it is my family, it's
real and not cliche."
Another spiritual group on campus is the Newman Club, a Catholic
group on campus. Chrissy Depweg a sophomore math major, Vice President
of the Club and member of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes said,"...
from being involved with the leadership team of both of them, I can see
how these clubs benefit and affect the campus. All of these students in these
clubs share the same interest, and that is the love of God. In these clubs,
students fell there is no sense of judging or discrimination, and everyone
comes together as brothers and sisters of Christ."There are no prerequisites,
everyone and anyone is welcome. Meetings are held at 8:00 p.m., in building
18, room 120. For more information about Fellowship for Christian Athletes
visit their page at http://my.csumb.edu/club/fca-fellowship-christian-athletes.
These spiritual groups may provide a sense of belonging to some students
on campus supporting faith, community service, compassion and empathy.

Mary Beth Bjork, Staff Reporter
MBJ0RK@C5UMB.EDU

Gang

Violence
Veronica Miramontes, Staff Reporter

David Almanzar, Collaborating Reporter

VMIRAM0NTES@C5UMB.EDU

DALMANZAR@C5UMB.EDU

Even though the Operation Knockout, led by the Salinas Police
Department and other agencies, arrested three dozen gang leaders
in April, an estimated 5,000 gang members still reside in Salinas and
surrounding cities. Salinas has been known to be a site where Norteno
and Sureno gang members ran drug trade, burglaries and other
criminal activity. In 2009, 29 gang-related homicides were reported
and unfortunately Salinas first homicide in 2010 happened to be a sixyear-old boy who was struck in the head by a stray bullet while he was
in his own home.
Youth around the Salinas area have no shortage of run-ins with gang
members, gang activity or gang violence. On March 18, three students
of CSU Monterey Bay were harassed and assaulted by a group of gang
members at Planet Gemini in Seaside. After the club closed that late
night, the students, who wish to remain anonymous, were robbed and
physically attacked. A report was not filed based on the fear of retalia
tion from the attackers. The bouncers at the door did nothing.
NowAdays the youth are getting involved in gangs at a younger age
than in past generations. Three of the arrests made in last year's homi
cides in Salinas were under the age of 18. Two other arrests were made
in a homicide that occurred in King City and the two boys were under
18 years old. Numerous other incidents from robberies to carjacking
to home invasions are done by mostly kids younger than 18 wanting
to join a gang when family life at home is not up to par with their own
expectations. This is not news to kids growing up on the east-side of
Salinas who were exposed to the Norteno/Red and Sureno/blue life
style before most children have had their first kiss.
"Growing up around gangs it's been a big impact of my life. I grew
up in East Salinas and even though it's sad to hear people say that
East Salinas is all about gangs; I can't deny it." said a female student of
CSUMB who prefer to remain anonymous. CSUMB students and gang
affiliates come face to face. A combination of alcohol and egos among
these two different groups can equal up to incidents such as the one
on March 18, Salinas brings many gang members out to the surround
ing areas such as Marina, Seaside and Monterey. Some of the reasons
they come out in these areas is for nightlife, such as house parties, bars,
and clubs.
Campus, due to its police and safety accommodations, has faced few
incidents. "We have always been fortunate here at CSUMB in that we
have had very few actual gang-related incidents or crimes on campus.
We occasionally contact people associated with gangs, generally
visiting friends/girlfriends/family members on campus or 'looking for
parties', but rarely have an adverse contact with them on the campus,"
said Commander of CSUMB police, Earl Lawson. It is off campus that
students need to make smart and safe choices.
J
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Off-campus
Meal Plan?

Exploring Options for Bread and Dough
Megan Williams, Staff Reporter
MEWILLIAMS@CSUMB.EDU

Northern California is home to a major university in the CSU system,
Chico State. Chico students frequent a sandwich shop called Kona's.
In addition to their turkey bacon guacamole sub, Kona's possesses
another notable feature, a cardboard sign next to the register which
reads "Dorm Dollars accepted here." These signs can be found at a
variety of favorite student eateries and pubs scattered throughout
downtown Chico. Craig Hall of Chico State offers a system which
allows students to spend their meal plan at local restaurants.
CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) provides students with three separate
kinds of campus currency, Blocks, Flex Cash, and Otter Bucks; all of
which can be spent at various locations on campus. At this university,
that's where the buck (or block, or flex...) stops. Although CSUMB
houses three different meal venues this semester, an entire school

year of eating only the same three options can lead to serious food
burnout. As a result, many students spend their real-world money
on off-campus dining and arrive at the end of the semester with a
large portion of their meal plan unused. For students living in campus
housing, the meal plan is a required purchase of $2,810 to $2,950.
With no system to provide refunds for unused campus currency,
students may waste hundreds of dollars on food they didn't eat.
Craig Hall at Chico State utilizes a different system.Their Dorm Dollars
program coordinates with locally owned and operated restaurants
and pubs to allow students to spend their campus currency at these
establishments. Students can use the equivalent of Otter Bucks to
buy food at their favorite downtown eatery, grab a drink at a local
pub or take visiting family and friends out to a well-known restaurant.

April Fools Brings April Foods
Michael Wilson, Staff Reporter
MWILSON@CSUMB.EDU

As one enters the Otter Express
(OE) to get a snack, maybe one
does not notice the workers.
Employees or workers can be
invisible if one has a growling
stomach. Rosa Resendiz prepares
hamburgers, hotdogs, tatter-tots
or anything on the menu. Mario
Nunez brings in boxes of chips,
stocks the juices, yogurts and still
has the presence of mind to greet
every individual with a pleasant
hello and a smile. He and others
are in the process of creating a
strong union for the employees.
April Fool's Day was the
beginning of a merger between
previous members of the
International Services Workers
United (SWU) Union and the
UNITEHERE Local 483. This group
of Sodexho workers voted 40-1
to become members of Local 483.
Mario Nunez, Stocker and union
committee member said "40to 1...
vote for union sends a powerful

message to the company as we
begin our contract negotiations."
Almost ail of Sodexho employees
have decided to merge with the
union of UNITEHERE.
Kitchen worker Juan Contreras,
who has a second job at Pebble
Beach lodge, already belongs to
the UNITEHERE LOCAL 483. He
joined because of "fair pay, good
benefits, and respect on the
job." Another cafeteria worker, a
mother of four, who prefers her
name not be disclosed, decided
to become a member to make life
better for her family. "My family is
stronger as a unit."
Alvin Taylor, business major,
is another Sodexho employee.
He decided to join the union
because it can give him "extra
protection and job security," said
Alvin, "[Besides] the boss looks
at you as a worker, the union
looks at you as a real person."
The majority of these workers

echo the same reasons to switch
unions, for better treatment and
health benefits for their families.
UNITEHERE's history began in
1937, when it was called the Hotel,
Motel, Restaurant, and Bartenders
Union or "HERE;" it has been
advocating for workers rights on
the Monterey Bay ever since. In
2004 it joined with UNITE (The
Union of Needle trades, Industrial
and Textile Employees). This union
represents over 1,700 hospitality
employees on the Monterey
Peninsula, and now many
Sodexho employees.
CSU Monterey Bay cafeteria
employees are working to
make their voices heard and
to re-negotiate a contract to
empower them and their families.
As the negotiation process starts,
the UNITEHERE workers see April
Fools become April Foods.
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Student of the Issue
Adan Romero

Turntabhsm Is one of the many talents of Senior Science major Adan
Romero, a homegrown student from Salinas, Not only does he love
scratching those old vinyl discs Professors call "LPs" he Is CSU Monterey
Say's (CSUMB) 2010 Provost's Award for Academic Excellence recipient.
To be eligible, he had to demonstrate exemplary achievment in his
major, maintain at least a 3.5 GPA and be nominated by a faculty
member. Romero has achieved numerous other awards in the fields of
science and biology, including the Ronald £. McNair Postbaccalaureate
Achievment Program Scholar (CSUM8 2008-2010) and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) NIH Chemistry - Biology interface
Graduate Training and Medtronic Graduate Fellowship, both designed
to help with grants and training for doctoral studies.
Romero will attend MIT in the fail and concentrate in Biological
Engineering. "This field uses computational and analytical tools from
traditional engineering disciplines to solve complex problems in
biology and medicine. Specifically, I am drawn to tissue engineering/
regenerative medicine using stem cells, biomaterials, and the
presentation of ligands to improve tissue regeneration," said Romero,

"However, I am really open to the idea of rotating in labs that do other
kinds of research, For example, I will be rotating in the lab of Proffesor
John Essigman who is interested in developing novel drugs to treat HIV."
As far as career choice, Romero said he is split between becoming a
university professor and working in industry as a research scientist. "I
hope that 1 will better understand which career is best for me once I
complete my Ph.D."
CSUMB's honorary student was raised by his mother and attended
North Salinas High School. Romero said he comes from a small family of
only two, "My mother provides me with motivation and inspires me to
pursue a career that others can benefit from. I owe her a lot." Romero's
mother is truly proud of his accomplishments. As far as his turntabalism
talents go, he is a fan of sampling classic soul and R&B. "I often dig
through my mom's old record crates looking for hidden gems. One of
my favorite records of all time is by Earth, Wind and Fire." Romero is also
a big mixed martial arts (MMA) fan and often watches the MMA fights
with friends in Salinas, Romero will be wearing his cap and gown on
May 22 in line with the class of 2010.

Nobia Monsauret, Staff Reporter
NMONSAURET@CSUMB.EDU

Staff of the Issue

W

Britt Triplett, Staff Reporter
BTRIPLETT@CSUMB.EDU

T3lnl§ll®W

With the increase of budget cuts and other issues affecting campuses
and schools across the nation, many feel that the future of our country's
education looks bleak. It has many asking the question,"Is there anyone
fighting to regain the importance of this country's education?" Not only
is Entrepreneurship and Strategic Management associate professor Pat
Tinsley, Ph.D., acknowledging this question, but she has also devoted
her career to increasing access to education resources by the use of
technology.
Dr. Tinsley first began teaching at CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) in 2001
as a lecturer but felt that there were more goals that she wanted to
pursue in her professional career. Returning to CSUMB in 2005, Tinsley
was ultimately persuaded by the relationships she had developed with
many of the staff and faculty members through her work as General
Manager of the KCAH public television station, and her belief in the
vision of CSUMB. Tinsley said, "I am a first generation college graduate
in my family and know the importance of institutions
dedicating resources to reach out to and serve
students from rural, isolated communities as well as
students from diverse cultures and backgrounds."
Dr. Tinsley recently received the Allen S. Griffin
award for excellence in teaching, which was
initiated by Col. Allen Griffin to honor teachers

for continual excellence not only in the classroom, but for displaying a
significant impression in the community as well. Fellow staff and Chair
of the School of Business, Dr. Marylou Shockley, nominated Tinsley for
the award and believes that she was the perfect choice, "She brings
enthusiasm, creativity and a care for student success to her classroom
teaching practice", adding, "Pat has touched the lives of many students
in the School of Business. She has a fan club of alums all overthe United
States," said Dr. Shockley.
Dr. Tinsley is very grateful for the support shown from her current
students, many of which offered letters of support to help Tinsley
be recognized for her attributions to education. "This was the most
rewarding honor of my professional career," said Dr. Tinsley, "Its
importance surpasses all others because it was made possible by
people whose lives I've touched, and who were grateful enough to
take the time to express their appreciation in very impactful words of
support."
Along with being a published author, featured speaker at over
50 conferences in the United States and working with non-profit
organizations to aid the increase of education all over the world,
it is safe to say that those of us who were concerned with the
future of our education can rest easy;Tinsley has contributed to
education, and her path to success will progressively remain.

Educations
New Hero
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New Faces ofAssociated Students

Working for Change
Cameron Fuller, Copy Editor
CFULLER@CSUMB.EDU

In a small village in Ghana, a young man named Kofi turns 18. He is the
name sake and inspiration for Maya Angelou's children's book Kofi and
His Magic. It is there, in this small village, that Associated Students (AS)
President Elect Vincent Carr got to meet Kofi and learn about him, and
his village and culture. "Meeting him was incredible," said Carr, junior,
Global Studies. It is experiences like this that has inspired him for great
things in his life. And his aspirations start with his experiences at CSU
Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
Carr knows the importance of being involved. In high school in
Portola, California, he was an active part of the basketball, baseball,
football and soccer teams as well as student government. "Everyone
does have a place,"said Carr. These experiences and his time at CSUMB
are what he feels will translate into a good AS President.
But he is coming into a fairly young program and that presents
challenges to Carr and the rest of the AS body. "I consider AS to be
in its infancy right now," said Carr, "and I am trying to get it to its
adolescence." Over the last few years AS has come under attack of
claims of elitism. Carr knows that next year changes are going to be
made. "I want to move this organization away from being a glorified
club," said Carr. He feels that there has been a disconnect from the
"whole campus" and is looking to rectify that issue. He is exploring
different ways that AS can become a better part of campus life
including approaching student activities and other clubs to gain better
insight as to what students want.
There are big changes that he would like to see. Changes like a
better student union. But these changes come with the need for more
money. "We do pay the smallest fees in the CSU system," explained
Carr. To accomplish these large budget goals means fees would have to
rise.
Carr is excited about his position in AS for the upcoming year. He
feels this last year was a rebuilding year, and is looking towards the
future to accomplish even more. He wants to see AS step out and be
involved in both Seaside and Marina communities giving students a
richer experience. Carr knows that AS has to represent the wishes
of every student on campus, but doesn't know what every student
wishes. He encourages students to approach him and the other
members of AS, both personally and through email. "We need to do
a better job of relaying information from students to administration,"
said Carr, "we need to live up to our vision statement."
Carr is not the only new face in AS. J. Pablo Murillo was voted
into the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) position for next year. As a
International Business major with a focus on finance, Murillo knows
the importance of being CFO. "Budgeting is really important for any
student funds," said Murillo.
He came to CSUMB on a soccer scholarship and initially did not
have aspirations of getting involved. Through his time on campus, he
learned that he could be a positive role at CSUMB and better student
life. "That's really what AS is," said Murillo, "to improve our student
experience." As CFO, Murillo wants to make sure that clubs get the
money they need. He is looking at the possibility of fund raising and
is interested in outside sources of money. "I see the importance of
money in how you're able to use the money you have to get a good
experience," said Murillo.
The biggest challenge that Murillo feels is the fact that CSUMB is
a growing university. He sees this as a positive aspect since growth
means more students and more money to make improvements,

but also feels that sometimes in
the improvements students get
neglected. Student involvement
is paramount to Murillo. "Once
you get students involved," he said,
"things will get better."
A fresh face to AS is Neo
Motise, junior, Business
Administration. He is
inaugural
Athletics
Senator for AS.
This position was
created
this
year due to a
disconnect
between
AS
and
the athletics
department.
Modise
feels
the position is a
"missing link" and
is important because
students may have
questions or suggestions
but no one to turn to. He
plans on working closely
with the athletics department
and feels that CSUMB can do
a better job at raising money
through athletic scholarships and
corporate sponsors so student
fees do not get raised.
Lewis Hall, senior, psychology
will reprise his position of
Programing Chair next year. He
has a lot of new ideas for next year.
"No sense in having 500 dances
this semester, but put them
together to have one big dance,"
said Hall. He plans on working
closely with the BBC to get bigger
acts to come to CSUMB. He feels
that the students should be able
to have a say in the activities on
campus. "It's the students money,"
said Hall, "it should go to what
they want."
Some may say that AS has not
been what it could have been.
The students who run AS though
feel different. They not only see
the disconnect, but they want to
do something about it too. For
more information visit the AS
website at as.csumb.edu.

CHIEF COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

NICOLE JONES
PROGRAMMING CHAIR

LEWIS HALL
OTTER STUDENT UNION CHAIR

EDWARD SENA
COLLEGE OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES
AND PROGRAMS (CUSP) COLLEGE
SENATOR

KAYLA DILBECK
PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS

VINCENT CARR

SCIENCE MEDIA ARTS AND
TECHNOLOGY (SMART) COLLEGE
SENATOR

VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

ENVIRONMENTAL SENATOR

CALIAH HILL

DUANE LINDSAY

MICHAEL LEE

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

TECHNOLOGY SENATOR

J. PABLO MURILLO

DALTON TUCKER

COLLEGE OF ARTS HUMANITIES
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES (CAHSS))
COLLEGE SENATOR

RESIDENTIAL LIFE SENATOR

TUBA ABBAS!

CHRISTOPHER
CALIFANO

CULTURAL ENRICHMENT SENATOR

SENATOR AT LARGE

BRITTANY LAND

THOMAS FORD
MEGOLMEDOMB

ATHLETICS SENATOR

NEO MODISE

SCOTT BELL
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Otters Unite for Peace

NEWS
Addison Morphy, Staff Reporter
AMORPHY@CSUMB.EDU

Many students on many college campuses wish they could make a
difference in their communities but do not know where or how to
get active. The CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) Student Peace Alliance
began Peace Week on April 24 to provide peace activists a forum for
networking. Steven Goings is co-founder and co-chair of the Student
Peace Alliance as well as the copy editor for the group's newsletter,
The Illuminator. Goings will be graduating this May and he hopes that
campus events like Peace Week will construct lasting relationships
between students, faculty and campus groups that are interested and
involved in social activism and peace studies. "We hope to integrate
and organize the activist community," said Goings.
Goings recanted a situation when he was stopped by some students
collecting petition signatures in front of the CSUMB library. "They were
getting people to sign a petition that was against Prop 8," the 2008
California Proposition that outlawed and nullified gay marriages in
California. Goings said, "they didn't even know that the Lesbian/Gay/
Bi/Transgender/Questioning (LGBTQ) club on campus was doing the
same thing." He anticipates that by promoting a greater awareness
of what groups and events are accessible on campus, people will
stop "reinventing the wheel" and work together to achieve greater
momentum.
The CSUMB Student Peace Alliance is an official member of the
national organization known as The Peace Alliance, and is also an
involved member of the Local Peace Coalition of Monterey County. One
of the original goals of the group aligns closely with the aforementioned
intentions of Peace Week; in that the group is committed to serving as
the CSUMB community's premier source of information regarding
peace studies and social action. "I want this campus to start treating
peace as a local issue and not just a global one," said Goings.
The events during Peace Week informatively addressed issues like
peace for Afghanistan, legalizing marijuana, controversies between the
Christian and the LGBTQ community and world hunger awareness, to
name a few. On Friday, April 23 for example, students raised awareness
for world hunger by fasting for 30 hours. The 30 Hour Famine, began at
12:30 p.m. on Friday and ended at 6 p.m. on Saturday. The projected 30
hour itinerary included a documentary about hunger issues in Uganda,
a candle light vigil, community service, art festival and music.
By allowing the campus to interact with the issues and the people
who are closely involved with them, Peace Week and the Student Peace
Alliance may be setting the stage for people to become more active
through speech and writing. "We have laid a great foundation here and
I just hope that people will continue all of our efforts long after l\
graduated," said Goings.

" I want this
campus to start
treating peace as a
local issue and not
just a global one,"
said Goings
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"Damn Yankees" Auditions

Spoken Word

Calling all student actors and singers. The Music Performing Arts (MPA)
Department at CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) is currently casting student
actors and singers for its spring 2011 production of "Damn Yankees." A
musical comedy about a passionate baseball fan who sells his soul to
the devil so his favorite team, The Washington Senators, can beat the
unstoppable New York Yankees and win the pennant.
Each year the MPA Department has a performance season that includes
several music offerings and one big production. Next year, in spring 2011,
MPA faculty plans to combine the department's music and theatre talents
in the production of the Broadway musical comedy, "Damn Yankees",
by George Abbot and Douglas Wallop. "The Music and Performing Arts
department are continuing their efforts to bring quality music and
theatrical performances to CSUMB," said Dr. Will Shephard who will be
directing the production along with Paulette Gissendanner. Auditions for
"Damn Yankees" will take place on Tuesday, May 4, and Wednesday, May
5, at 7:30 p.m. in Bldg. 30
"Students will benefit from performing on stage, in the orchestra,
and as audience members for this exceptional musical production from
American Theatre History," said Shephard. Along with theater experience
students will also receive course credit. Once cast, students will be
required to register for MPA 390, a course specifically designed to go
along with the production. The course will in be preparation for the
challenging musical numbers that will take place in the spring production
Performance requirements for this musical production will require
both singing and dancing skills along with acting. "It would be helpful for

Jayna Patel, Staff ReporterJPATEL@CSUMB.EDU

students wanting to audition for the lead roles to have some experience.
Nevertheless, this is a large cast with room for students who have limited
experience and want to learn how to sing and dance and act to join
the cast," said Shephard. Those auditioning will be asked to sing a song,
preferably two songs - at least one from a musical, or something as simple
as "Happy Birthday" and read from the script.

Auditions for "Damn
Yankees" will take place
on Tuesday, May 4 and
Wednesday, May 5 at 7:30 p.m. in

Bldg. 30 (The Music Hall - 3220 6th Avenue
on the CSUMB campus). This production will
be part of the MPA 2011 Spring production season
Singersare askedtoprepare twosongs,one fromamusical, andplease bringownauditoni gwil alsobeaskedtoreadfrom thescript. Foranyquestionscontact Dr.Wil Shephard atwshephard@ csumb.edu

April 21, 22, and 23.

and Open Mic
Britt Triplett, Staff Reporter
BTRIPLEn@CSUMB.EDU

The powerful voices of the poets who performed at the April 16 spoken
word and open mic poetry slam echoed off the concrete walls, the
passion and emotions, in their words, demanded rapt attention. Silence
in between stanzas were filled only with the soft hum of the vending
machines in the background, with the audience captivated and engaged
with each performance.
Without an empty seat to be seen, the CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
Library Cafe was packed with students and performers alike for the Poetry
Slam. The event was hosted by the Resident Housing Association (RHA).
A blend of literature and performance, the poetry slam was a part of a
weeklong program that attributed to Diversity Week that was put on
after a successful turnout from the Spoken Word and Open Mic night
last fall. Gayleene Badiango-Rullan, who works for Student Housing and
Residential Life and helped co-advise the event said, "The main focus of
Diversity Days is to showcase different forms of diversity, and we felt that
not only was the Spoken Word & Open Mic night a great way to do that.
It is a program we hope will become a tradition for RHA and CSUMB, as
we intend to host Spoken Word & Open Mic nights in future semesters."
The mic was open not only to students, but to the citizens of
surrounding communities as well. "Some of the performers were friends
that I asked to come speak at the program, so of course I was familiar with
their work and excited to hear them read," said Badiango-Rullan.
The performers spoke expressively and took the audience on a

rollercoaster ride of emotion and rhythm speaking about personal and
current issues like the recession, religion, love, and even oppression.
With a diverse style radiating from each of the poets, some performers
even incorporated musical instruments and comedy acts into the mix,
enabling the audience a fresh approach to their feelings. Badiango-Rullan
was also a performer, "There is a magical transformation that happens
when a poem is read aloud; words on paper become a tangible and
malleable substance that can be seen, touched, smelled, and felt," said
Badiango-Rullan. Each poet received enthusiastic applause, the support
from the audience added more pizzazz to the event. Keri Zaro, junior
and Kinesiology major, thoroughly enjoyed the performances and was
pleasantly surprised with the turnout, "The entire cafe was packed with
people, and everyone was very responsive and respectful,"said Zaro."They
should definitely do it again."
After the scheduled performers completed their production, an open
mic was available for anyone who wanted to freestyle, and some students
took the opportunity to practice their stand up and impromptu comedy
acts.The topics were about common commodities such as tampons, weed
and donuts.
With the sun dipping below the trees in the background and the candles
adorning each table burning low, the crowd cleared the cafe leaving with a
sense of culture and anticipation for the next year's performances.
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Vision &
Volume

Blogging To Connect
£©

£@©©©©5

Brad Boatwright. Copy Editor
BB0AEWRItHfwKSUM8.EDU

Gabriel King, Staff Reporter
6KING@CSUMB.EDU

You Can't Walk Alone
Lost Thumb Drive (looks like fingerboard)
How to Use Facebook Chat with iChat
These are some of the titles of
the blog posts that can be found
on MYCSUMB. The blogs on
MYCSUMB allow for members of
the CSUMB community to connect to
each other for a number of purposes.
Some members of the commu
nity use the blogs like an online
bulletin board. There are posts
used as lost and found. Posts
announcing the need for tickets
to the commencement ceremony.
There are posts advertising an
available room. Nancy Villegas,
Junior, Information Technology
and Communication Design used
the blogs on MYCSUMB to sell
her used textbooks. "I was actu
ally able to sell about half of the
books I posted. I was hoping but,
didn't really think, people would
reply to my post." There may be
an issue of the lack of people read
ing these posts . Lauren Robbins,
Human Communication, freshman,

"Truthfully, I don't care about [a blog
she had to create for an assignment]
and I do not read other student's
blogs."
Despite what may be a lack
of reading of these blogs other
members of the CSUMB community
use the on MYCSUMB to express
themselves. A frequent poster
and author of the post entitled
"You Can't Walk Alone," Arthur H.
Simmons uses the blogs for what
he calls "a form of serial art." The
post "You Can't Walk Alone," fea
tures a clipping from a local news
paper: School Art Contest Focuses
on Keeping Grease Out of Sewers.
A quote from Malraux and a link to
the song "I Don't Like Mondays" by
the Boomtown Rats.
Faculty even utilizes the
blogs on MCSUMB. Gus Lenard,
Language Laboratory Coordinator,
"I think a blog between faculty
and students can be a very rich

"Just got a message that said 'Yeah, hell is freezin over; I got a phone
call from the Lord saying, Boy, go get a sweater right now"'- MM; SKM

Shottas

environment to explore ideas, but
I'm not sure how that would vary
from the tools in iLearn" He has
posted blogs such as "How to
use facebook chat with ihat" and
"Recording Capstone: Hardware
Notes" to provide information on
technological issues.
In addition to the blogs on
MYCSUMB another location for
the CSUMB community to inter
act with each other online is the
groups section on MYCSUMB. The
Groups on MYCSUMB are similar
to the blogs but, are categorized.
There are groups ranging from The
Longboard Club, for those who
ride longboards to the Deals or
Freebies group for those who
like discussing local deals. Be it
through the blogs on MYCSUMB
or the Groups on MYCSUMB there
are locations online for the CSUMB
community to interact with each
other.

Two brothers are intent on doing everything they
have to in order to become top hustlers in Cess Silvera's
him about Jamaican gangsters and criminal underworld.
Biggs (Kymani Marley) and Wayne (Spragga Benz) grow
up in Kingston, idolizing the power of local "shottas."
After robbing a beer truck they buy passports and move to Miami to
fuel their rise. After being deported back to Jamaica, Biggs continues
his "bossdom" but faces too much police interference. He travels back
to Miami and is informed he has lost his place on top, with Teddy now
ruling the city. Biggs and Wayne must show once again how senselessly
violent they are by going after him. Wyclef Jean scores the film, backing
it with a heavy array of reggae and dancehall.

Down and Out in Paris and London
George Orwell's debut novel, a stylized account of his
time spent becoming poor in Paris and London. In 1928
he moved to a bohemian Mecca in Paris, after ending
his duties as a police officer in Burma. Envisioned as
an ideal place for young writers, the city soon took
its toll as Orwell describes his decline into poverty. Left to pawn his
possessions and work long hours as a dishwasher, he decides to move
to London where a friend is to secure him a job. Arriving to no work,
Orwell lives as a hobo, traveling and meeting various characters. His
writings commentates on the conditions inside hostels and the state of
the poor, who they really are underneath an outside view.

Sun Kil Moon "Tiny Cities"
The Red House Painter's Mark Kozelek reinterprets
11 Modest Mouse tracks in his solo project, Sun Kil
Moon. Using Isaac Brock's lyrics, Kozelek turns them
into deeply soulful poetry eliciting love and grief. This
album differs a bit from other Sun Kil Moon releases,
featuring little more than an acoustic guitar and sparse strings. It doesn't
fault there, the simplicity of the melody along with the roughness of his
voice, create a lushness best suited for heavy rain. Tiny Cities is a p fastpaced indie rock with the emotion rung out of it.

Online Competition Winners:
http://rhennessey.wordpress.com
www.thanksfor1984.blogspot.com
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Congratulate a Graduate

celebrate

Ads available in 1/4,1/2, and full page.

e-mail jreavis@csumb.edu

with Kula Ranch
Withnoc ver

cabo wabo margarita specials

$2 tacos from 9pm - 12am

&

enjoy live music from 4pm-10pm by the:

Chicano All Stars

Taco Tuesdays
$1.50 coronitas
$2 Bud light drafts
$4 margaritas
Cinco
de
Mayo

________________________________________

$1 tacos
$1 sliders
$2 teriyaki chicken Quesadillas
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SPORTS

Annie Sacks, StaffReporter
ASACKS@tSUMB.EDU

Sargenti said his family has had a big impact on his life and the
way he plays baseball. He has been playing baseball his entire life, and
holding a bat at age two. His dad coached him when he was younger.
His family made it possible for him to play baseball through the summer
and make it his main focus instead of having to work. "My family has
had a huge impact on my success. Without them I wouldn't be where
I am today," said Sargenti. He hopes that with his families support and
his hard work his dream of professional ball will be at his reach after
graduation. "If everything works out the way I would like it to then next
year I will be living the dream. Which is playing professional baseball,"
said Sargenti. Baseball is his passion, but if that dream does not happen
he will finish his EMT license over the summer and pursue an education
in fire technology.
Many people believe in Sargenti and he has shown his strengths
on and off the field, working hard in school helps him reach his goals.
"Off the field Brent has shined in the classroom and during baseball's
community service projects such as our youth camps. He's a great
young man and will be successful in his endeavors after CSUMB," said
Coach Walker. Sargenti has worked hard his five years as an Otter,
learning a lot and playing his heart out.
After the play, he waits patiently for the next pitch, secretly hoping
it is hit in his direction, his adrenaline pumping. This is the best feeling
ever, he never wants to stop playing ball.

Otter

Games
_______ Date_______

Time

______ Sat, 5/1_______ 12:00PM
_____ Sun, 5/2_____

Mon- 5/3-Tues 5/4

12:00PM

Sport

Opponent

Baseball

Chico State

Baseball

Chico State

TBA_______ Womens Golf___________ Super Regina! 4_______

Mon, 5/3-Tues, 5/4
TBA
Mens Golf
NCAA Division two West
___________________________________________________________Reginals__________
Fri 5/14° Sat, 5/15

TBA__________ Softball___________ NCAA West Regionals

Wed 5/19- Fri. 5/21
TBA
Mens Golf
48th Annual NCAA mens Golf
____________________________________________________ National Championships
Fri, 5/2b Sat 5/22

TBA__________ Softbalf______

Thurs, 5/27- Mon,
5/31

TBA

Softball

NCAA Super Regionals

NCAA National Tournament

BASEBALL
HOMETOWN: CORONA, CA
MAJOR: KINESIOLOGY

of the Issue

The wind up, the pitch, the swing and with great force the ball flies
through the air, he stretches, reaches with one hand and catches the
ball, with one swift movement and as fast as he can he throws the ball
to first base, with a tag the runner is out.
Brent Sargenti, a five-year player for the CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
Otters is finishing his last season, Red shirting his first season and
playing in the 2006 inaugural season Sargenti has shown leadership
and his love for the game. The coaching staff has shown appreciation
for their pioneer athletes such as Sargenti. "A student athlete at its
finest. A student athlete has, hard work, heart, dedication, and respects
his teammates, fellow students and children of the community. I think
Sargenti will make a great role model and a productive adult as he
leaves CSUMB," said head coach Rich Aldreete.
His competitive drive helps him on and off the field, Sargenti shows
good academic skills and works hard at his baseball skills as well. "It
hasn't been easy taking 18 units and traveling for games. For me it is a
motivation to get good grades, because then I will be able to continue
to play baseball," said Sargenti.
The team this season is on the young side and Sargenti found a
desire to help the younger players get experience, while furthering his
and their baseball experience and talent. "In his career here, Brent has
shown what it means to be an Otter Baseball player and an Otter athlete.
He is one of the hardest workers on the team and will do anything he can
to help the team win," said assistant coach Jimmy Walker.

Athlete
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Swinging to Success
Samuel Pereira, Staff Reporter
SPEREIRA@CSUMB.EDU

The CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) men's golf team has wanted this all
season and they knew it was coming even days before they won it.
The Otters edged CSU Stanislaus by one stroke to win. Senior
Business Administration major John Jackson also won the individual
championship by shooting an eight under par 208 for the tournament.
Jackson birdied three of the last four holes to win in dramatic fashion.
This was CSUMB's second consecutive individual medalist following the
performance of Ricky Stockton in 2009.
Going into the tournament, CSUMB had won two of their last three
tournaments. Freshman Dylan Jackson had high hopes heading in.
"With the team we have with us at this tournament, there is no doubt
in our minds that we have the ability to win."
The team was facing some stiff competition in the tournament. Also
competing was the former NCAA Champion, Sonoma State. The Otters
optimism and confidence carried them through the tournament. "The
two wins earlier in the spring were huge for our confidence," Jackson said.
After Monday the Otters were ahead by one stroke and in order
to win they had to control their emotions and, as Jackson put it, "just
[have] fun!"
"The University is very proud of the efforts of the CSUMB men's golf
team," said Vince Otoupal, Director of Athletics. "All year they have
been in pursuit of greatness. Their 5:30 a.m. workouts paidoff on the
course today."
Otupal was also
proud of how the
team has performed
in the classroom,
which is a direct
factor to their smart
play on the course.
"Coach Owen and
his student athletes
played intelligently

Anyone up for a

and well as a team. This is a
good day for CSUMB and Otter
Athletics. These victories today
continue to show that we are
making strides toward being a
great well-rounded program,"
Otupal said.
This well-rounded program is
also set for the future. Jackson
won Freshman of the Year honors
for the CCAA and Junior Scott
Yeakel was a member of the CCAA
All-Conference Team. Graduating
for the Otters are John Jackson
and Oskar Nystrom.
Up next for the Otters is the
NCAA West Regional, which will
be played at the Classic Club golf
course in Palm Desert on May 3-4.
If they win this tournament they
will participate in the 48th Annual
Men's Golf National Championships.
This gives the Otters the unique
opportunity to win the first
National Championship in school
history.
And this success may even
continue into next year, when
the Otters will field a team full of
All-Conference players and talent
of all kinds, another run at the title
may be in reach.

?

Marathon, 1/2 Marathon, and Triathlons
EVENT

DATE

LOCATION

WEBSITE

ING Bay To Breakers 10K

5.16.2010

San Fransisco

ingbaytobreakers.org

Mushroom Mardi Gras 10K/5K

5.29.2010

Morgan Hill

mhmushroommardigras.com

Forest of Nisene Marks Marathon
(Marathon, Half Marathon and 5k Run)

6.5.2010

Aptos

nisenemarksmarthon.com

Hunting Hollow 5K/10K

6.12.2010

Gilroy

coepark.org/hh-10k.html

Silicon Valley
International Triathlon

6.13.2010

San Jose

usaproductions.org

The Vibha Dream Mile 5K/10K

6.27.2010

Mountain view

thedreammile.org

Wharf to Wharf (6 mile)

7.25.2010

Santa Cruz

warftowarf.com/2010.htm

Urban Dare (5 miles with dares)

7.31.2010

San Jose

urbandare.com
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with Precision

Disc Golf Throws It Into The Championship
Samuel Pereira, Staff Reporter
SPEREIRA@CSUMB.EDU

As golf fans were leaving Augusta, Georgia following the Masters
tournament, a different type of golf was taking place.
The CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) disc golf club team competed
at the collegiate championships in Augusta April 15-18. The team
ended the tournament tied for 11 place out of 24 teams and qualified
for next years'championships.
Augusta State University defended their home turf and cruised
to a victory, beating second place University of Oregon by 15 shots.
CSUMB shot 48 over par and tied with Indian Hills College.
Individually, the top CSUMB student was sophomore marketing
major and Vice President of the club, Daniel Messina. He finished 19
out of just over 90 players and only five strokes separated him from
the recognized All-American players.
The challenging and technical course included tight shots and
a lack of in-bound fairways. "We were very impressed with the
magnitude and the structure of the tournament itself," said Messina.
"I greatly look forward to going back next year."
Messina is the youngest player on the team, which can prove
positive for the team. Five of the seven members of the current team
are seniors who will not be playing next year.
The job to build the team for next year falls on the shoulders of
Messina, but he is not on to look on the down side of the issue. He
can share his personal experience with the new additions to the

team. "[Next] year I know what to practice and what to expect," said
Messina. "We plan to bring a very tailored, planned team next year to
make a run for the national title."
The team raised $1,000 at a fundraiser on April 3 that gave them
this opportunity to travel across the country to compete for the
national title.
The disc golf facilities at CSUMB give them the unique opportunity
to practice at professional facilities. "Steady" Ed Headrick, also known
as the father of disc golf, designed the Cypress course located on
campus. Headrick also invented the modern Frisbee that is used by
disc golfers everywhere.
The coach, Merle Witvoet, is a very experienced disc golfer with 35
years of experience in the sport.
This experience from a coach and players can be an invaluable
asset when dealing with a young team, as CSUMB will be next season.
Messina has shown signs of improvement as the Otters move forward
and try to show the country what they can do with the disc.
Maybe next year there will be more golf fans staying in Augusta,
Georgia after the Masters to watch another type of golf, and maybe a
win by a small uiversity from Central California.
Any disc golfers who are interested in being on the team should
attend the disc golf class of Fridays at 11:50 a.m. in front of the Black
Box Cabaret (BBC) at the Cypress Disc Golf Course.
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Hole in the Wall
A Simple Guide to Local Restaurants
Chris Rankin, Staff Reporter
CRANKIN@CSUMB.EDU

The Monterey Bay area has
been featured in many travel
publications over the years.
They speak about the views, the
golf, the shopping, and the fine
dining. Weil... what about the
non-fine dining? What about food
for college students? Here is a
guide for those restaurants, those
holes in the wall that make your
stomach scream for food when
passing by them.

Papa Chevos:
Since 1996, Papa Chevos has
been serving hungry college
students their version of authentic
Mexican cuisine at three locations:
on Cannery Row in Monterey,
Seaside, and Marina. The Marina
location stays open until 1 a.m.
and has a full drive-through
window.
Seaside:
1760 Fremont Blvd
Seaside, ca 93955
(831)393-1610
Marina:
3038 Del Monte Blvd
Marina, ca 93933

(831)884-9545
Popular Items:
California Burrito (Chicken or
Came Asada) $4.75
Bean and Cheese Burrito $2.99
Came Asada Fries $5.75Tacos
(Chicken, Came Asada, Carnitas)
What Students are Saying:
"I LOVE Papa Chevos! I would
probably starve if it wasn't for
the vegetarian burritos," said
Renee Vincent, junior Human
Communication
Compagno's Market & Deli:
This is not your parents' deli, or
maybe it was? Compagno's has
been making freakishly large five
pound sandwiches since 1966.
With lines out the door during
lunch hours come prepared to
wait, but also be prepared to take
a mandatory nap after ingesting a
whole sandwich.
2000 Prescott Ave.
Monterey, CA 93940
(831)375-5987
Popular Items:
Chicken Breast, Bacon, Avocado
Sandwich $10.50 ($6.50 Half)

Popular items:
Orange Chicken Lunch Special
$7.99
Beef and Broccoli Lunch Special
$7.99
Tommy's Prawns $10.99
Spicy Eggplant $7.99
What Students are Saying:
"Carmel is not known for
cheap food, most of it is super
expensive, but Tommy's Wok
is really cheap and it is the
best Chinese food I have ever
had... Hands down." Said Claire
Marcum Biology sophomore.
No matter what city a person
Tommy's Wok:
Tommy's Wok is a small, out- looks in, there is always a
of-the-way Chinese restaurant diamond in the rough, an eatery
in Carmel that focuses on the that is simple, yet welcoming
Szechuan, Hunan and Mandarin that challenges the taste buds of
styles of cuisine. Tommy's Wok's every person who walks through
lunch special is a prefixed price the door. The previous list is just
that includes fried rice, chow mein, a sample of what the Monterey
hot and sour soup, and entree of area has to offer in regards to
hole in the wall food that packs
choice for all under $8.
a flavor punch that could knock
Ocean Avenue
out a heavyweight boxer.
& Mission St
Carmel-by-the-Sea, CA 93923
(831)624-8518

Roast beef, Salami, Ham, Swiss
Sandwich $8.50 ($5.50 Half)
Broccoli Salad $4.75 per pound
Chocolate Peanut Butter Cake
$3.50 Slice
What Students are Saying:
"Campagno's is a place of many
firsts for me. It was the first time I
ever felt uncomfortable to the point
of erupting in hives when forced to
do the owners secret handshake,
It was also the first time I ever ate
a sandwich the size of an infant.
Compagno's equals awesome!" said
Ryan Mack ITCD, senior

Move It Groove It
Ashley Martinez, Staff Reporter
ASMARTINEZ@CSUMB.EDU

Catching all the lights. Feeling
the music pulse. Letting go and
moving to the music.
Finding a decent dance club in
Monterey isn't the easiest task.
Many students from larger cities
have a wide range of dance
spots, and may find this area to
be lacking them. "I just want to
dance, but it isn't as easy as that
sounds because there aren't many
places to go here," said Silvia Trejo,
junior HCOM.
There are a few areas that
provide events to dance the night
away in. Some of these places are
The New Planet Gemini, Scandals,
Wasteland, The Workout and
Glam.The New Planet Gemini is
located at 2110 N Fremont St.
The event hosted there is called

Reload, which is the only 18+ electronic/dance spot in the Monterey
area. Doors normally open at 10:30p.m. and goes until 2a.m. The next
event is May 30 and will have Dj's such as DRRN from San Francisco and
DJ Seek from Santa Cruz. There is also a bar there for those who are old
enough to drink.
Another spot that hosts live shows and music is Scandals. It is located
at Jose's Undergound Lounge on 638 Wave St. "It's an indie/electro
dance party with local bands,"said Stephanie Sumler, senior Kinesiology
major. Most of the artists include unsigned local and indie bands that
play a live show there. To attend this event being 21 is required. Their
next show is May 15 which will be The Tree's CD release party.
In San Jose lies an electro dance party called Wasteland. It takes place
every second and fourth Thursday of the month. It is located at Black
Bar, 418 S. Market St. In the San Jose area this is the only 18+ electro
party. There are usually special deals if arrival time is before 11p.m.
There is always DJ's there from all over California to change the mixes
up. It is also combined with club Miami that plays more of a top 40
genre for those who may want something other than electro music.
Going to the city is a road trip, but it hosts some of the well known
electro dance parties. One of the up and coming parties is Glam. It is
located at San Franscisco at Kelly's Mission Rock 817Terry Francois Blvd.
Their next event is called Rampage taking place on May 8 and will host
over 10 DJ's. The party will start at 10p.m. and will end at 4a.m. with

a cover charge of $15. Like the
other parties it will contain a bar
for those who are 21 + with an I.D.
to drink.
These are just a list of venues
that cater to a younger crowed
with one mentality in mind that
is to get people to have fun and
dance.
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OPINION
Unwilling to sacrifice for a...

Chance To Get Rich
Cameron Fuller, Copy Editor
CFULLER@CSUMB.EDU

Many student on CSU Monterey Bay campus feels the effects of the
budget cuts. Whether it be furlough days where teachers are forced
to not work and students cannot get answers on questions they have,
or perhaps the limited financial support that the CSU system gives the
school over all. All of these budget cuts come on top of fee increases
and tuition hikes. How is it that we as students are getting less even
though we are paying more?
I came to CSUMB two years ago. Within my first year, tuition rose
33 percent. But nothing changed. I, like all of the other students
on campus, was paying a 33 percent increase for nothing. Then, in
my second year, furloughs were introduced and we all learned a new
vocabulary word. Which is great if you're playing Scrabble, but crappy if
you're a teacher. The CSU system was forcing professors and their union
to choose between firing 10 percent of the work force or for everyone
to take a 10 percent deduction in pay, equating to cutting 10 percent
of student interaction.
So as prices rise and teachers are reduced, it begs the question, "where
is all of my money going?" the answer, into the Chancellor's wallet.

Chancellor Reed, or should I say Chancellor Greed, has been in office
since 1998. Over the last 10 years his salary has nearly doubled. This
wouldn't be that big of a deal if its starting point was close to $50,000,
but Chancellor Reed's salary started at $250,000. The average salary
for a professor who has been teaching for 25 years is close to $100,000.
Reed is not the only person to be stealing money from students
and teachers. The other CSU executives are taking pay raises as well.
Doesn't someone work for the CSU system because they want to
improve student life and education? How does taking away teachers
and student's interaction time with them benefit us?
This is a problem and the solution is radical change. We as students,
as people and as the future, need to step in and say this is egregious.
We need to take back our education by force and give the money to
the people who work for it; the teachers. After all, they are the ones
who spend late nights grading our papers, long hours planing lessons
and writing syllabuses and make themselves available to our sometime
inane questions. They are the people who care about our success and
education. That's why they work for pittance while the chancellor gets rich.

Preparing for Finals
A few helpful tips to prepare you for the upcoming finals week.
Jayna Patel, Staff Reporter
JPAia@CSUM8.E0U

1

2

Turn off your phone and facebook
and say goodbye to your friends. Study
in an out-of-the-way place where
you know no one will bother you. As
tempted as you are to study with your
friends, you're best bet is to find a place
of your own where you can think and
won't be distracted.

Don't cram five minutes before the

Use this time before the test to relax,
catch your breath, and take a minute to
get focused. By cramming until the last
30 seconds before you sit down to take
the exam, you will more than likely just
confuse yourself and forget everything
you crammed as soon as you see your
test.

3

4

5

Make sure you give yourseff
some time before a test, also
try to get to class a little early
so you don't end up feeling
like a hot mess.

know this one is a hard one for
some but it’s a must! Due to super
procrastination which I am sure we
have all been victim of one time
or another and all nighters many
of you overlook much needed shut
eye time. Do yourself a favor. If you
can't live off 3 hours of sleep, don't
try to. If your brain can't handle
sleepless nights, your study time
will be wasted, make good plans for
sleep and study time.

6

<1

Finals are a perfect excuse to rock the sweat pants
and comfy PJ tops to class because quite frankly no
one cares. Take advantage of this during finals week
where it is understood that you are stressed and
have no time to dress up. Just make sure you don't
keep rocking the look after finals are over because
then you'll just look like a lazy bum J.

Be confident in yourself
Having confidence in your self is very important
when it comes to tests. You've prepared as much as
you could, and now it's time to give all you've got.
The tip here is to do whatever works to convince
yourself you are going to do really well-think laws
of attraction. This one sounds a little crazy, but try it
and see for yourself you might just be surprised with
your result!

Obviously this one is a given, but this is an important one everyone always seems to forget. Skip energy drinks, which will make
you crash, and go for snacks like granola bars, healthy cereal or fruits and veggies to keep your blood sugar stable.
Fresh fruits and vegetables are often recommended to reduce stress. Stressful foods can include processed foods, artificial sweet
eners, carbonated soft drinks, chocolate, eggs, fried foods, junk foods, pork, red meat, sugar, white flour products, chips and similar
snack foods, foods containing preservatives or heavy spices.
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1
Sexual Healing

om-buds [am-bu-dz]
1. One who investigates reported complaints (as from students or

consumers), reports findings and helps to achieve equitable settlements.
Dear Otters,
The Otter Realm workshop and production classes are a learning process
for students. For some students this is their first time writing and designing for
a newspaper, all publications make mistakes. With this in mind we apologize for
the mistakes we made in the last issue, and plan to continue to make the best
paper possible.
We are also happy to report that we received some positive feedback
on the past issues of the paper. Some of the article's mentioned were, AfricanAmerican Pioneers on the Monterey Peninsula, Troubled Waters, Staff of the Issue
on Professor Muro, New Master's Social Work (MSW) and Here Comes the Sun.
Thank you for your suggestions and criticism, they are greatly appreciated.
Anyone can join the Otter Realm Club, and we can always use more members.
You can join by contacting otter_realm@csumb.edu

Sincerely,
Elaine Schumacher
Otter Realm Reporter

EDITORIAL POLICY
The Otter Realm is a bi-weekly student publication produced by the Otter Realm
club and HCOM 389. Opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Otter Realm, CSUMB administration, faculty, staff or college policy.
The Otter Realm serves two purposes: It is a training lab for students who wish
to develop journalism skills, and it is a forum for free expression of campus issues
and news. The Otter Realm Editorial Board will determine what to print on these
pages. The Editorial Board reserves the right to edit for libel, space or clarity.

OTTER OOPS

• On the past issue's cover we accidentally put MSG instead of the correct
MSW appreviateing Masters of Social Work
• We are also sorry for the impossible solution for last issues sudoku

! re

issfiF

su do ku [s'o'o-do’k'o'ol

Each Sudoku has a unique solution
that can be reached logically
without guessing. Enter digits from
1 to 9 into the blank spaces. Every
row must contain one of each digit.
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Claire Crosbie, Staff Reporter
CCROSBIE@CSUMB.EDU

Waking up to an adorable text
message, being kissed gently
on the forehead or finding your
favorite flowers by the front
door are all sweet and romantic
gestures; at least to most people.
I mean who doesn't enjoy being
adored? It is wonderful to date
someone who can get in touch
with his or her feelings and
emotions every now and then
but there is nothing I hate more
than dating "doormat."
You know the "doormat" type.
Every word that comes out of their
mouth is for the sole purpose of
pleasing you and keeping peace in
the relationship. They either don't
truly mean it or there is no true
purpose behind their words what
so ever. Every move they make
is safe and becomes routine and
expected. They talk about their
emotions all the time, which makes
you feel like your stuck watching a
dreadful episode of Dr. Phil.
There is absolutely nothing
exciting and raw about a
relationship like that. Like that
Axe body wash commercial said,
"Women get bored easily." It's true;
at least it's true for me. All I have
to say to the "doormat" of the
world is: grow a pair and act like
a man.
Obviously, please be respectful
and tell me the sweet thoughts
that run through your head when
you see me, but don't just say
things to say things. Whatever you
truly feel in your heart, state it;
don't just whisper sweet nothings
in my ear to keep me happy
and fooling me into thinking
everything you're saying is true. If
you don't have anything sweet or

P
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emotional to share with me then
that's acceptable. Again, grow a
pair and be honest; with me and
with yourself.
If I act like a bitch, then tell
me I am acting like one. Don't
simply allow me to walk all over
you and act in whatever manner
I desire. If I blow things out of
proportion and act crazy, put me
in my place. I know you wouldn't
tell your mom like it is, but I'm not
your mom. Allowing me to walk
all over you will not only lead me
to lose respect for you, but also
to get bored and move on. There
is nothing more attractive than a
man who tells me like it is and puts
me in my place. So, grow a pair and
be aggressive.
I am not asking to be
disrespected, abused or ordered
around. I am simply asking for you
to act like the man you're supposed
to be. So please, grow a pair.

OTTERS ON CAMPUS

What makes you feel a sense
of belonging on campus?

I like the dances
here and the clubs.

-Alisa Paseman,
SBS freshman

Going to sports

events and being

told what's going on
around campus and

Well it's a lot like my

hanging out with my

High School, small

friends everyday.

and a lot of friendly

-Jeffrey Mountford,

people so it's fitting.

Kinesiology freshman

-Kayla Harriel,

I paid to go here,
therefore I belong.

TAT freshamn

Roy Anderson,

BUS freshman
I stay out here ail
the time so my

friends make me
feel at home.

-Alexsis Halt

It's kind of a small

Biology freshman

community so

ONLINE COMPETITION

everyone knows

everybody, that's

pretty cool.

Students I meet in

-David Sacco,

my classes, they're

Math sophmore

really friendly.
-Kristen Adney,
Psycology junior

I like the activities that

they have programmed,

makes me feel more
welcome.
-Cassandra Pauley,

I My friends and my
I Band Jello Ben Owns
I the Night.
I -Ethan Federman,
IHCOM Freshman

Liberal Studies freshman

Submit your
best summer
photo to
otterrealm.net
by May 7
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